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I.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
WHAT IS CYBERSECURITY?

Cybersecurity matters as a business problem, as a financial risk for owners, and is an
emerging personal risk for senior management, particularly in public companies. These trends
are creating a large and growing market opportunity. The market for cybersecurity products and
services was recently estimated to be more than $77 billion worldwide. 1
As the largest single repository of data and the operator of a significant portion of the
nation’s underlying digital infrastructure, it should not be surprising that the federal government
is a major player in this market: both from the standpoint of data and network protection, and the
use of cybersecurity technologies as a military tool. The federal cybersecurity market is expected
to be $19 billion or more in 2017, which makes the United States government the largest single
purchaser of cybersecurity technologies and products in the world. 2
This Report defines the “cybersecurity industry” as the businesses and individuals that
provide cybersecurity products, services or solutions. Many businesses in Montgomery County
operate in the cybersecurity industry, as discussed in detail later on in this Report.
One reason that the market for cybersecurity is so large is that many products and
services go into creating solutions. Cybersecurity employs a broad range of inputs that includes
computer hardware (and related Internet-connected appliances such as routers and physical
devices that provide monitoring), sensors, data sciences and analysis, machine learning and
artificial intelligence. As protecting data and cyber infrastructure becomes more difficult and
more important, cybersecurity needs drive development in these adjacent fields, which in turn
make hacking easier and drive the need for more sophisticated cybersecurity solutions. This
circle, whether vicious or virtuous, creates many varied commercial opportunities.
The cybersecurity industry cuts horizontally across a broad range of industries that have
an active presence in Montgomery County, including healthcare, hospitality, national security,
federal and government, and banking and finance.
Growing the cybersecurity industry in Montgomery County is therefore not only an
opportunity to promote business activity in a large market opportunity, but is also an avenue to

1

The Business of Cybersecurity: 2015 Market Size, Cyber Crime, Employment and Industry Statistics,
Forbes Magazine October 16, 2015.
2

More Cash For New IT In 2017 Federal Budget Plan, Fedscoop, February 9, 2016.
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promote the broader development of related technology-based businesses while providing the
largest employers in the county with the ability to “buy local.”

THERE IS A CYBERSECURITY INDUSTRY IN MONTGOMERY COUNTY
This Report provides guidance for the MCEDC and Montgomery County to use in
determining how best to support the existing cybersecurity industry and how to expand it.
Cybersecurity is an attractive industry for the county because it creates high-paying jobs for an
educated workforce that go beyond those workers directly employed in the industry. Because
businesses of all types have a demand for cybersecurity services, an innovative, thriving,
customer-responsive cybersecurity industry will become a strong economic development asset
for Montgomery County: creating an additional reason for businesses to locate in the county
(proximity to nearby solutions of big problems), accelerating the growth of existing businesses
(through the concentration of available customers) and creating new businesses (through the
concentration of necessary resources).
In connection with the preparation of this Report, we gathered information from various
publicly available and proprietary sources on the cybersecurity businesses in the Greater
Washington Region. We identified 730 businesses as being involved in the cybersecurity
industry in the Greater Washington Region. Of those businesses, 128 were located in
Montgomery County, which was 17.5% of the total.
The cybersecurity business activity in Montgomery County is primarily service-based
businesses. Service-based cybersecurity businesses were 80 and 63% of all cybersecurity
businesses. Cybersecurity product businesses were 15 and 12% of all cybersecurity businesses.
Solution businesses were the remainder. All the cybersecurity businesses identified in
Montgomery County are listed in Appendix A to this Report.
In 2015, 38 Montgomery County cybersecurity companies did business with a very
diverse group of federal agencies. This demonstrates that the county’s cybersecurity industry is
not reliant upon the national security establishment (in particular the NSA and Cyber Command).
This diversification will be discussed in a subsequent section of this Report, “Where Does the
Federal Government Fit?”

GROWING THE CYBERSECURITY INDUSTRY IN MONTGOMERY
COUNTY
Montgomery County will face an important choice in adopting a strategy for further
development of its cybersecurity industry. A study of the most successful models for economic
development demonstrates that a regional approach which combines government, entrepreneurs
and the business community in a single coordinated activity is most likely to succeed. It is also
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possible to succeed in more localized entrepreneur-focused activities if they are highly focused
and if the surrounding business community is engaged.
To succeed, Montgomery County will need to address a chronic short-fall in risk capital
for cybersecurity businesses. Additionally, it will need to utilize its existing educational
resources to train talent for the cybersecurity industry. Building direct connections between large
customers, whether the federal government or local businesses, is essential. In so doing,
Montgomery County could adopt a differentiated brand positioning, as the center of “defensive”
cybersecurity technologies.

RECOMMENDATIONS
This Report provides twelve recommendations for strategic and programmatic actions
Montgomery County could take to accelerate the growth of its cybersecurity and information
technology economy. These recommendations are provided independently of each other, so that
the County can balance the overall costs and benefits of a comprehensive approach against
available resources. Additionally, Montgomery County may determine to pursue one or more of
the recommended approaches on its own or choose to coordinate activities with other state or
local jurisdictions or existing nongovernmental organizations.
This Report recommends that Montgomery County:
1. Hire “Cyber Sherpas,” who are responsible for growing cybersecurity business
awareness and connecting the dots to Montgomery County’s resources.
2. Engage in a public relations program to raise awareness of the County’s cybersecurity
business community and its commitment to additional growth.
3. Coordinate the viewpoints and experiences of the cybersecurity and information
technology businesses in Montgomery County to provide guidance to state and federal
legislatures on how they can assist further development of these industries.
4.

Provide greater opportunities for connection with the federal government, but
differentiate between national security and other federal opportunities.

5.

Create or support an entrepreneur-led consortium of cybersecurity business resources.

6. Create or support connections between cybersecurity vendors and customers.
7. Develop additional talent to expand Montgomery County’s “cybersecurity” workforce.
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8. Create a consulting team of cybersecurity technicians who can assist companies in
evaluating and purchasing new cybersecurity technologies.
9. Provide student debt relief to qualified cybersecurity talent.
10. Establish a cybersecurity product acceleration program at the National Cybersecurity
Center of Excellence.
11. Create a “capital attraction” office to provide assistance to out of region venture funds
and family offices looking for investment opportunities in cybersecurity businesses.
12. Invest directly into cybersecurity startup businesses.

II. INTRODUCTION
Amplifier Advisors was retained by the Montgomery County Economic Development
Corporation (the “MCEDC”) to evaluate the current state of its cybersecurity and related
information technology business ecosystem and identify multiple strategies to foster the
ecosystem’s continued growth. This Report first provides the requested evaluation and then
makes twelve specific recommendations for achieving the desired growth.
Amplifier Advisors engaged a multidisciplinary team that included research consultants,
data scientists, experienced innovation entrepreneurs and venture capital and technology transfer
professionals. Members of FounderCorps, a regional not-for-profit group comprising prominent
serial entrepreneurs, provided valuable insights.
As part of the research for this Report, Amplifier Advisors interviewed more than 60
individuals representing a wide range of organizations and perspectives. The interviewees
included personnel from small and large businesses, business owners, federal, state and local
governmental personnel, representatives of nongovernment organizations, faculty and
administration at higher education institutions, capital providers, service providers and members
of the media.
The Report also draws from a broad range of federal government databases that capture
entrepreneurial and innovation activities, as well as reliable non-government data.

DEFINING “CYBERSECURITY” AND “CYBERSECURITY INDUSTRY”
“Cybersecurity” is a catch-all term for the technologies, processes and practices designed
to protect networks, computers, programs and data from attack, damage or unauthorized access.
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In general, cybersecurity as a business activity focuses on providing products, services, or
“solutions” (a combination of services and products) that have one or more of the following
capabilities:
Protecting existing software and functionality.
Protecting information and ensuring its accuracy and integrity.
Protecting information technology networks (equipment such as computers, servers,
mobile devices, Internet-appliances and related infrastructure).
Disaster recovery – ensuring rapid restoration of information technology networks,
information, software and functionality after a man-made or natural disruption.
End-user education and compliance.
The potential losses from cybersecurity breaches are large, and the need to avoid those
losses fuels the market for protection. Cybersecurity is a large business problem, and one that
has large costs worldwide.
According to Verizon, the average business loss for a data breach of 1,000 records is
$52,000 to $87,000.3
The expenses for “mega” hacks, where millions or tens of millions of records are
affected, grow rapidly. The costs of a data breach leading to the revealing of 10,000,000
records can be as much as $73,000,000.4
Symantec, a leading vendor of cybersecurity technology, observed 430,000,000 new
unique pieces of malware in 2015, up 36 percent from 2014. 5
The diversity of industries targeted by cyber attackers was broad, including large
concentrations of attacks in hospitality, financial services, government and healthcare. 6

2015 Databreach Investigations Report, Verizon, pg 29
2015 Databreach Investigations Report, Verizon, pg 29
5
Internet Security Threat Report, Symantec, pg 5.
6
2015 Databreach Investigations Report, pg 24.
3
4
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This was not a problem only for large businesses. Depending upon the industrial sector, a
significant percentage, or substantially all, of the cybersecurity targets were small
businesses.7
For large businesses that have millions of customer records or other data stolen, the costs
of cyber attacks can be enormous. For example, a well-publicized data breach on the retailer
Target cost the company $148,000,000 to resolve. 8 The recently reported data breaches at the
Democratic National Committee, Sony’s hacking by North Korea and MedStar’s network
outages, are three other prominent examples.
In addition to the financial losses to businesses that occur as a result of cyber attacks,
there is the potential of personal legal liability for executive management and the members of the
boards of directors of these businesses. Federal agencies such as the Securities and Exchange
Commission and Federal Trade Commission are adopting regulatory changes that create legal
liabilities for failures by businesses leaders to have suitable cybersecurity procedures and
technologies in place. These changes are encouraging class action lawyers to bring lawsuits for
cybersecurity breaches, raising the potential for personal payments by senior management and
board members.9
Cybersecurity matters as a business problem, as a financial risk for owners, and an
emerging personal risk for the senior management, particularly in public companies. These
trends are creating a large and growing market opportunity. The market for cybersecurity
products and services was recently estimated to be more than $77 billion worldwide. 10
As the largest single repository of data and the operator of a significant portion of the
nation’s underlying digital infrastructure, it should not be surprising that the federal government
is a major player in this market, both from the standpoint of data and network protection, and the
use of cybersecurity technologies as a military tool. The federal cybersecurity market is expected
to be $19 billion or more in 2017, which makes the United States government the largest single
purchaser of cybersecurity technologies and products in the world. 11

2015 Databreach Investigations Report, pg 3.
Target’s Cyber Attack Fallout Cost $148M in Q2; $38M to Insurance, Bloomberg August 8, 2014.
9
An example of this trend is this recent online advertisement by the lawfirm Abbot Group, seeking
people harmed by the MedStar data breach in March of 2016. http://www.abbottlawgroup.com/medstarhealth/.
10
The Business of Cybersecurity: 2015 Market Size, Cyber Crime, Employment and Industry Statistics,
Forbes Magazine, October 16, 2015.
11
More Cash For New IT In 2017 Federal Budget Plan, Fedscoop, February 9, 2016.
7

8
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This report defines the “cybersecurity industry” as the businesses and individuals that
provide cybersecurity products, services or solutions. Many businesses in Montgomery County
operate in the cybersecurity industry, as discussed in detail later on in this Report.
One reason that the market for cybersecurity is so large is that many products and
services go into creating solutions. Cybersecurity employs a broad range of inputs that includes
computer hardware (and related Internet-connected appliances such as routers and physical
devices that provide monitoring), sensors, data sciences and analysis, machine learning and
artificial intelligence. As protecting data and cyber infrastructure becomes more difficult and
more important, cybersecurity needs drive development in these adjacent fields, which in turn
make hacking easier and drive the need for more sophisticated cybersecurity solutions. This
circle, whether vicious or virtuous, creates many varied commercial opportunities.
The cybersecurity industry cuts horizontally across a broad range of industries that have
an active presence in Montgomery County, including healthcare, hospitality, national security,
federal and government, and banking and finance.
Growing the cybersecurity industry in Montgomery County is therefore not only an
opportunity to promote business activity in a large market opportunity, but is also an avenue to
promote the broader development of related technology-based businesses while providing the
largest employers in the county with the ability to “buy local.”

BUILDING A CYBERSECURITY INDUSTRY MEANS FOCUSING ON
DEVELOPING BUSINESSES
This Report provides guidance for the MCEDC and Montgomery County to use in
determining how best to support the existing cybersecurity industry and how to expand it.
Cybersecurity is an attractive industry for the county because it creates high-paying jobs for an
educated workforce that go beyond those workers directly employed in the industry. Because
businesses of all types have a demand for cybersecurity services, an innovative, thriving,
customer-responsive cybersecurity industry will become a strong economic development asset
for Montgomery County: creating an additional reason for businesses to locate in the county
(proximity to nearby solutions of big problems), accelerating the growth of existing businesses
(through the concentration of available customers) and creating new businesses (through the
concentration of necessary resources).
In connection with the question of developing a strategy for building a cybersecurity
industry in Montgomery County, the role of entrepreneurship and new business formation is
essential. All new net job creation in the U.S. comes from businesses that are less than five years
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old. 12 This means that entrepreneurship and business growth are the keys to job creation, and so
any effort to build the cybersecurity industry in Montgomery County starts with understanding
the county’s level of entrepreneurship and business creation.
As will be discussed elsewhere in this Report, formation of new businesses, and the
expansion of those that already exist very much depend upon the quality of the surrounding
resources. The ability to obtain the necessary resources to support growth is of primary
importance to an entrepreneur. Therefore, the Recommendations provided in this Report are
keenly focused on developing Montgomery County’s ability to support entrepreneurial
cybersecurity business formation and growth.
Businesses provide a service, a product, or a combination -- a solution. Service
businesses can be innovative and unique, but their ability to scale up and grow rapidly is limited
by how quickly they can hire and train new people. A business with an innovative product, on
the other hand, is often able to grow more rapidly because adding production capacity can
generally be done quickly. Intellectual property rights protecting products and processes–
particularly patents and trade secrets – can provide a high barrier to entry by competitors. A
solution-based business’s growth potential lies somewhere between that of product businesses
and service businesses because the need for trained service providers can be a drag on the
product portion of the business. How much of a drag depends on the relative proportions of
service and product that go into the solution. It can be difficult to coordinate the growth of the
two components. Of the three types innovation-based businesses, product companies tend to
grow fastest.

III. ASSESSMENT OF EXISTING MONTGOMERY COUNTY
ASSETS
MONTGOMERY COUNTY’S BUSINESS FORMATION ACTIVITIES
REFLECT AN ENTREPRENEURIAL SPIRIT
In light of the importance of entrepreneurial activity to developing the cybersecurity
industry in Montgomery County, Amplifier Advisors evaluated business formation statistics
across the Greater Washington Region.13 Although the federal government does not specifically
12

Where Will the Jobs Come From?, Stangler, D. and Litan, Robert E., Ewing Marion Kauffman
Foundation, April 2011.
13
“Greater Washington Region,” as used in this report, is the geographic area stretching from Baltimore
through the District of Columbia into Northern Virginia. We are using this region as the basis of our
analysis to be consistent with other concurrent work by Amplifier Advisors and the Mason Center for
Regional Analysis.
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track new business formation by industry, it does provide useful aggregate data that can be
analyzed to show behavioral trends.
A review of the business formation data shows that Montgomery County has a strong
record of new business formation, significantly outperforming the other Maryland counties in the
Greater Washington Region. Montgomery County averaged well over 21,000 newly formed
businesses each year from 2000 to 2013.

Business Formation by County for Maryland
25,000
23,000

Business Formed

21,000
19,000

Anne Arundel County
Baltimore City

17,000

Baltimore County
Montgomery County

15,000

Prince George'S County
13,000
11,000
9,000
2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013

Source: SBA.gov

Montgomery County’s performance was also strong when compared to other parts of the
Greater Washington Region, outperforming both Fairfax County and the District of Columbia.
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Business Formation by County for Greater Washington Region
27,000
25,000

Business Formed

23,000
Anne Arundel County

21,000

Baltimore City

19,000

Baltimore County
District Of Columbia

17,000

Fairfax County
15,000

Montgomery County
Prince George'S County

13,000
11,000
9,000
2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013

Source: SBA.gov

Although this data does not specifically describe the activities of cybersecurity businesses
in Montgomery County it does demonstrate a business culture that is willing to undertake the
risks and challenges of growing new businesses. This attitude is one important pre-condition to
the broader question of entrepreneur-led economic development.

MONTGOMERY COUNTY’S WORKFORCE IS ALREADY ENGAGED IN
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
As of the end of 2014, according to United States Bureau of Census data, Montgomery
County’s workforce included 543,411 individuals that were employed in various capacities. The
largest employment groups were individuals involved in management (77,877) and office and
administrative support (52,116). The three next largest employment groups were sales and
related occupations (42,072), business and financial operations (41,924), and education, training
and library (37,903).
A significant percentage of Montgomery County’s workforce is employed by the federal
government, but three quarters of the workforce is employed in the private sector, as the chart
below shows.
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Classifications of Montgomery County Employees
Self-employed in own not incorporated business workers and
unpaid family workers
6%
Local, State and
Federal Government
22%

Private Not-ForProfit
11%
Self-Employed
4%

Private Company
57%

Source: U.S. Census Bureau

Within the workforce, 42,580 individuals are involved in work activities that are related
to information technology. Federal labor data doesn’t specifically break out cybersecurity
employment, so we have used a broader category that is broken out – information technology –
to give a sense of the overall current skill-based employees that are currently working in, or
could readily become part of, the cybersecurity industry in Montgomery County.
The composition of the Montgomery County information technology workforce is
summarized in the chart below:
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Standard Occupational Classification (SOC)
(SOC 11-1021) General and operations managers
(SOC 11-3021) Computer and information systems managers
(SOC 13-1111) Management analysts
(SOC 13-1161) Market research analysts and marketing specialists
(SOC 15-1121) Computer systems analysts
(SOC 15-1122) Information security analysts
(SOC 15-1131) Computer programmers
(SOC 15-113X) Software developers, applications and systems software
(SOC 15-1150) Computer support specialists
(SOC 41-3099) Sales representatives, services, all other
Total

Employees
4,060
4,970
7,650
1,200
4,695
605
3,720
10,110
2,895
2,675
42,580

Location
Quotient
0.48
3.70
3.16
0.60
2.14
1.73
3.26
2.25
0.95
0.77
1.47

Source: U.S. Census Bureau

Location quotient is a statistical measurement of whether a particular activity is over- or
under-represented in a region compared to national averages. A value of greater than one
suggests that a region has a specific area of competency and concentration of talent. Therefore, it
is not only the presence of the foregoing identification of information technology expertise that is
relevant to Montgomery County, but also the high level of concentration in technical areas such
as computer and information systems management, management analysis, computer programing
and software developers that is significant for evaluating growth potential.
An additional measurement of workforce involvement is provided by the Bureau of
Labor Statistics employment numbers. Again, there is no specific measurement of cybersecurity
employment; however, there is measurement of the broader category of “computer system design
and related services.” The data show that Montgomery County has more employees in this
category than the other Maryland counties in the Greater Washington Region.
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Computer System Design and Related Services
by County for Maryland
18,000
16,000
14,000

Montgomery County, Maryland

12,000

Unknown Or Undefined, Maryland

10,000

Howard County, Maryland

8,000

Anne Arundel County, Maryland

6,000

Prince George's County, Maryland

4,000

Baltimore County, Maryland

2,000
0
December Employment

Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics

Montgomery County employment in this category, however, lags behind Fairfax County,
Virginia, and the District of Columbia.

Computer System Design and Related Services
by County for the Greater Washington Region
80,000
70,000
60,000

Fairfax County, Virginia

50,000
40,000

District of Columbia

30,000

Montgomery County, Maryland

20,000

Arlington County, Virginia

10,000
0
December Employment

Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics

Like the business formation data, the employment data don’t measure cybersecurity
business activities specifically. Rather, they indicate that the raw material – the human capital –
necessary to support continued growth and development of a cybersecurity industry exists in
Montgomery County.
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A CYBERSECURITY INDUSTRY ALREADY EXISTS IN MONTGOMERY
COUNTY
In connection with the preparation of this Report, we gathered information from various
publicly available and proprietary sources on the cybersecurity businesses in the Greater
Washington Region. We identified 730 businesses as being involved in the cybersecurity
industry in the Greater Washington Region. Of those businesses, 128 were located in
Montgomery County, which was 17.5% of the total. Set forth below are the geographic
concentrations of these businesses. The darker the color, the more concentration of cybersecurity
businesses in the jurisdiction.

Source: Amplifier Ventures

Based upon many of our interviews in connection with the preparation of this Report, we
anticipate that this level of activity will be surprising to some.
The cybersecurity business activity in Montgomery County is primarily service-based
businesses. Service-based cybersecurity businesses were 80 and 63% of all cybersecurity
businesses. Cybersecurity product businesses were 15 and 12% of all cybersecurity businesses.
Solution businesses were the remainder. All the cybersecurity businesses identified in
Montgomery County are listed in Appendix A to this Report.
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Types of Cybersecurity Companies in
Montgomery County
Products
12%

Solutions
25%

Services
63%

Source: Amplifier Ventures

Information on revenue for private companies is not generally available. However,
various public and subscription databases do allow tracking of federal revenue into private
businesses. Therefore, we can get some sense of activity into those companies in Montgomery
County that provide cybersecurity services, products and solutions to the federal government. In
2015, thirty-eight Montgomery County cybersecurity companies did business with a very diverse
group of federal agencies. This demonstrates that the county’s cybersecurity industry is not
reliant upon the national security establishment (in particular the NSA and Cyber Command).
This diversification will be discussed in a subsequent section of this Report, “Where Does the
Federal Government Fit?”
A number of published lists are compiled by analysts who attempt to identify rapidly
growing businesses by using proprietary sources. These lists reflect companies that are willing to
share their private information in exchange for possible inclusion. Using the analysts’ published
lists, we were able to identify rapidly growing private companies in the Greater Washington
Region, and more narrowly, in Montgomery County.
One of these analyst lists is the “Fast 50,” prepared by Washington Technology
Magazine. It identifies the fastest growing businesses in the Greater Washington Region. In
2015, there were six companies on the list from Maryland, of which four were from Montgomery
County.
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Rank
4
22
31
34
45
46

Fast 50 Companies (2015)
6 of 50 located in Maryland
4 of 50 located in Montgomery County
Company
County
Industry
2U Inc.
Prince George's
Education technology
Buch Construction Inc.
Prince George's
General contractor, construction
GetWellNetwork Inc.
Montgomery
Health information technology
Information Systems & Networks Corp.
Montgomery
Government services
Intrexon Corp.
Montgomery
Biotechnology
WeddingWire Inc.
Montgomery
Wedding and event technology
services
*Companies in bold are located in Montgomery County
Source: Fast 50

Another listing prepared by Inc. Magazine, the “Inc. 5000,” identifies the fastest growing
private companies in the United States. For 2016, forty Maryland companies made the list from
the categories of Information Technology, Cybersecurity, Software and Computer Hardware. Of
those, eleven were based in Montgomery County.

Rank
126
228
246
309
533
721
904
925
1093
1688
1860
1913
2015
2087
2179
2251
2460
2598

Inc. 5000 Companies (2016)
40 of 5000 IT, Software and Computer Hardware located in Maryland
11 of 5000 IT, Software and Computer Hardware located in Montgomery County
Company
City
Industry
NORTHSTARGROUP
IT Services
Gaithersburg, MD
CallTrackingMetrics
Software
Owings Mills, MD
B&D Consulting
Cybersecurity
Hagerstown, MD
Panthera Technologies
Cybersecurity
Owings Mills, MD
BarnAllen Technologies
IT Services
Rockville, MD
DATUM
IT Services
Annapolis, MD
ArcSource Group
IT Services
Columbia, MD
STRATUS Solutions
Cybersecurity
Ellicott City, MD
A Square Group
Cybersecurity
Rockville, MD
Mavenspire
IT Services
Annapolis, MD
Synaptic AP
IT Services
Annapolis, MD
VersaTech
Cybersecurity
Columbia, MD
Blueline Security Services
Security
Landover, MD
Audacious Inquiry
Software
Baltimore, MD
SysArc
Cybersecurity
Rockville, MD
mp3car
Computer Hardware
Baltimore, MD
ClearShark
Cybersecurity
Hanover, MD
Remote Tiger
IT Services
Greenbelt, MD
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2769
2826
3056
3167
3202
3248
3356
3425
3473
3898
4020
4026
4046
4226
4306
4508
4541
4641
4699
4711
4920
4940

Scepter Technologies
IT Services
Owings Mills, MD
RainKing Software
IT Services
Bethesda, MD
infojini
Cybersecurity
Linthicum Heights, MD
ELEVI Associates
IT Services
Columbia, MD
DMI
Cybersecurity
Bethesda, MD
Credible Behavioral Health
Software
Rockville, MD
International Software Systems
IT Services
Greenbelt, MD
Paradyme Management
Cybersecurity
Greenbelt, MD
Resourcesys
IT Services
Ellicott City, MD
Edge Hosting
IT Services
Baltimore, MD
HCGI
IT Services
Columbia, MD
Arcogent
Software
Columbia, MD
Oakland Consulting Group
IT Services
Lanham, MD
Datalab USA
IT Services
Germantown, MD
Quantum Vision
IT Services
Gaithersburg, MD
Optimal Networks
IT Services
Rockville, MD
Mindgrub Technologies
Software
Baltimore, MD
Orbit Logic
Software
Greenbelt, MD
DK Consulting
IT Services
Columbia, MD
Dataprise
Software
Rockville, MD
Signature Consulting Group
Cybersecurity
Windsor Mill, MD
ClearEdge IT Solutions
IT Services
Jessup, MD
*Companies in bold are located in Montgomery County
Source: Inc. 5000

A different national list, this one compiled by Cybersecurity Ventures, aggregates a
national listing of the “hottest and most innovative” companies in the cybersecurity industry.
Thirteen Maryland companies made the list, and four were in Montgomery County.

Rank
36
65
121
138
145
201
213

Cyber 500 Companies (2016)
13 of 500 in Maryland
4 of 500 in Montgomery County
Company
County
Tenable Network Security
Howard
Lockheed Martin
Montgomery
Arxan
Montgomery
ZeroFOX
Baltimore
KEYW
Anne Arundel
Sonatype
Howard
IronNet Cybersecurity
Howard
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Cybersecurity
Cybersecurity
Cybersecurity
Cybersecurity
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218
263
327
371
392
441

Protenus
TrustedKnight
Triumfant
Patriot
Saint Corporation
RedOwl

Baltimore
Anne Arundel
Montgomery
Frederick
Montgomery
Baltimore

Cybersecurity
Cybersecurity
Cybersecurity
Cybersecurity
Cybersecurity
Cybersecurity

*Companies in bold are located in Montgomery County
Source: CyberVentures

Based upon the company census performed in connection with this Report, we believe
that a number of important conclusions can be made about cybersecurity businesses in
Montgomery County:
A significant percentage of the identified cybersecurity companies in Montgomery
County generate at least some of their revenue from the federal government.
Montgomery County’s existing cybersecurity industry skews heavily towards service
businesses, and not product businesses.
Government databases show a clear relationship with Montgomery County cybersecurity
companies, so that if a private company was growing its revenue base at least in part on
government sales they would be reflected in our census data.
Since identifying rapidly growing businesses often depends upon the businesses being
willing to self-identify and promote themselves to analysts, it is possible that some
additional highly-promising cybersecurity companies that only sell to commercial
customers are operating in Montgomery County. However, we do not believe that this
number is likely to be meaningful to our overall census, in light of venture capital
funding and the general behavior of entrepreneurs leading high growth businesses.
Measured by a well-regarded external observer, Montgomery County has some
innovative cybersecurity companies, although fewer than surrounding counties.
The existence of a significantly larger number of companies than those recognized as
either rapidly growing or innovative in nature, suggests to us that there is a strong
opportunity for Montgomery County to provide assistance and accelerate business
growth.
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THERE IS A SHORTAGE OF VENTURE CAPITAL FOR CYBERSECURITY
STARTUPS

Venture capital is the lifeblood of high-growth businesses whose growth opportunities
exceed the amount of cash they can generate internally. A business grows organically by
reinvesting retained profits, but certain businesses – particularly those using technology
innovation – simply cannot achieve their potential through revenue alone. For them, venture
capital is the only viable source of expansion capital.
In certain sectors, success depends on attracting a critical mass of customers. This
phenomenon, known as “dense customer adoption,” is common to industries characterized by
network effects. In these industries, customer acquisition precedes profit and even precedes
revenue in many cases. A good example is a social network like Facebook, or a dating app,
which only have value if enough people participate. For these types of businesses, venture capital
is the only likely source of expansion capital, since revenue cannot provide cash for growth.
The national venture capital market is a large source of funding for rapidly-growing
entrepreneurial innovation businesses using technology. The chart below shows the distribution
of investments by industry for 2015.
Region
Silicon Valley
NY Metro
New England
LA/Orange County
Southeast
Midwest
Northwest
DC/Metroplex
Texas
San Diego
SouthWest
Colorado
Philadelphia Metro
North Central
Upstate NY
South Central
Sacramento/N.Cal
Unknown
Grand Total

Funding
27,347,831,700
7,317,247,500
6,052,815,300
5,105,655,100
2,258,938,300
2,248,873,600
1,501,790,900
1,414,568,100
1,170,788,400
1,166,568,700
919,046,700
782,622,600
609,898,400
598,898,500
159,675,900
106,432,800
43,215,800
6,320,000
58,811,188,300

Percent
46.5%
12.4%
10.3%
8.7%
3.8%
3.8%
2.6%
2.4%
2.0%
2.0%
1.6%
1.3%
1.0%
1.0%
0.3%
0.2%
0.1%
0.0%
100.0%

Source: PricewaterhouseCoopers
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This chart demonstrates that the Greater Washington Region’s venture capital market is
relatively small compared to other nationally recognized clusters of innovation. It is the 8 th
largest market by capital invested in 2015. Silicon Valley is the dominant recipient of venture
capital, commanding 47% of venture capital invested. Boston and New York both receive
significant amounts. Almost $250 million of the funding for the Greater Washington Region
reflects financing for one company, Tenable Network Security; without that large infusion, the
Greater Washington Region would have been ranked 10th on this list.
The most active software investors were a blend of angel groups (NextGen Angels, Blu
Ventures and Baltimore Angels), government funders (Virginia’s Center for Innovative
Technology (CIT) and Maryland Technology Development Corp (TEDCO)), and institutional
venture investors (Grotech and NEA). Perhaps not unexpectedly, deal frequency tended to
highlight angel groups, due to their role as regular providers of seed capital to new businesses.
However, it’s worth noting that the two most active early stage investors differ
significantly in their funding and approach. The CIT is a state government funded entity that
operates an accelerator program – Mach37 – as well as a technology commercialization fund to
jump-start new companies. Blu Ventures is a highly experienced group of entrepreneurs who
invest their own money and take a hands-on role with their companies, focusing on those where
their operational expertise will be meaningful.
Looking at cybersecurity as a subset of software venture capital investing reveals some
interesting data about the Greater Washington Region’s cybersecurity industry.
There were approximately $430 million in cybersecurity software venture capital deals in
2015 – roughly a third of all venture capital funding. The funding occurred through 24 deals.
The regional distribution of the companies receiving capital shows that there are
concentrations of high-growth cybersecurity startups in Northern Virginia, Baltimore and
Howard County.
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Source: Amplifier Ventures
The number of venture capital firms making cybersecurity software investments is
significantly smaller than for software generally. State funded seed capital provided by
Virginia’s CIT and Maryland’s TEDCO was the most frequent source of startup capital for
cybersecurity companies. Almost all of the other sources of software venture capital did only a
single deal apiece. Thus, other than the state funds, there are no reliable, go-to funding sources
for early stage or expansion financings for cybersecurity product innovators.
Of the cybersecurity venture capital deals done in 2015, only one involved a Montgomery
County-based company – Mobile System 7, which received a $100,000 investment.
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Cyber Security Venture Capital Investments in the Greater Washington Region (2015)
Company
Access Systems Inc
Bijoti Inc
CYPH Inc
Distil Networks Inc
Exostar L L C
ID.me, Inc.
IronNet Cybersecurity Inc
Lookingglass Cyber Solutions Inc
Mobile System 7 Inc
Ostendio Inc
PhishMe Inc
PlanetRisk Inc
Power Fingerprinting Inc
Protenus Inc
RedOwl Analytics LLC
Ridgeback Network Defense Inc
SecureDB Inc
Surfwatch Labs Inc
Tenable Network Security Inc
ThreatConnect Inc
ThreatQuotient Inc
Thycotic Software LLC
TruSTAR Technology LLC
ZeroFox Inc
Grand Total

Cyber Services
& Products
1,500,000

Cyber
Products

Cyber
Services
63,000

500,000
21,000,000
10,000,000
400,000
32,500,000
20,000,000
100,000
100,000
13,000,000
2,770,000
1,622,000
100,000
17,472,000
100,000
100,000
5,200,000
249,999,900
16,100,000
11,751,000
2,000,000
338,971,900

22,036,000
73,209,000

6,233,000

Grand Total
1,500,000
63,000
500,000
21,000,000
10,000,000
400,000
32,500,000
20,000,000
100,000
100,000
13,000,000
2,770,000
1,622,000
100,000
17,472,000
100,000
100,000
5,200,000
249,999,900
16,100,000
11,751,000
2,000,000
22,036,000
428,413,900

*Companies in bold are located in Montgomery County
Source: PricewaterhouseCoopers

Another interesting trend was the participation in the region by leading out of region
venture capital organizations, led by Accel Partner’s investment in Tenable Networks, Kleiner
Perkins investment in IronNet Cybersecurity and Alsop Louie’s investment in Lookinglass
Cyber Solutions. Clearly, companies in this market can achieve national prominence and attract
national investors.
Thirty-one firms made venture capital investments in cybersecurity companies in the
Greater Washington Region in 2015. A list of those companies is shown below:
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Venture Capital Investors in DMV Cyber Companies
Accel Partners & Co
Aldrich Capital Partners
Allegis Capital LLC
Alsop Louie Partners
Blackstone Group LP
Blu Venture Investors LLC
Boulder Ventures Ltd
Center For Innovative Technology
Comcast Ventures
Core Capital Partners
Correlation Ventures LP
Deer Management Co LLC
ff Venture Capital
Foundry Group LLC
Frontier Capital LLC
Grotech Ventures
Highland Capital Partners LLC
IDEA Fund Partners
Insight Venture Partners LLC
Kleiner Perkins Caufield & Byers LLC
Maryland Department of Business and Economic
Development
Maryland Technology Development Corp
Merck Global Health Innovation Fund LLC
Neuberger Berman LLC
New Enterprise Associates, Inc.
Paladin Capital Management LLC
Resolute.VC
Scout Ventures LLC
Silicon Valley Bancventures LP
Techstars
Trident Capital
Source: PricewaterhouseCoopers

A number of venture capital firms are based in Montgomery County. The firms below
each made at least one venture capital investment in 2015. Of these firms, only two, Alrich
Capital Partners and NEA, made a cybersecurity investment, and neither of the companies was in
Montgomery County.
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Venture Capital Firms Located in Montgomery County
Aldrich Capital Partners
Boulder Ventures Ltd
Camber Creek
CNF Investments LLC
Fenway Summer Ventures LP
Georgetown Partners LLC
Kinetic Ventures LLC
New Enterprise Associates, Inc.
Novak Biddle Venture Partners LP
Telecommunications Development Fund
Source: PricewaterhouseCoopers

Montgomery County faces two challenges in financing the cybersecurity startups that
will grow the industry. The first is that in-region business is not attracting capital from outside
the region. The second is that the Montgomery County-based venture capital firms do not see
themselves as having any particular ties to the county that would encourage them to invest
locally.
The Greater Washington Region as a whole has a funding void for venture capital at the
post seed stage and prior to business expansion. Montgomery County businesses have not
attracted venture capital at any stage past seed financing.
There are two possible answers to this funding void. Either Montgomery County-based
businesses don’t have the growth prospects venture investors demand or there are not enough
venture capital funds willing to invest in cybersecurity businesses in Montgomery County for
any of a number of reasons, including the simple fact that “no one else does.”
We believe that to a large extent, the discussion of venture capital becomes a circular one
– there would be capital if there were fundable companies, and there would be fundable
companies if there was capital. To break the cycle, we recommend that Montgomery County
focus on discrete parts of the company creation and funding cycle:
Create revenue opportunities and supportive policies for existing cybersecurity
companies.
Create a tightly focused acceleration program to build cybersecurity companies offering
unique and desirable products.
Attract out-of-county venture capital and undertake direct venture investments into
promising Montgomery County cybersecurity businesses.
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Encourage local venture capital and angel investors to consider Montgomery County as a
favorable location for their investment activities.
Each of the policy recommendations are set forth in greater detail in “Recommendations” below.

STATE AND LOCAL TAX AND INVESTMENT INCENTIVES
At the state level, Maryland, the District of Columbia and Virginia have each recognized
the importance of creating new businesses. Many local jurisdictions have also recognized the
importance of new business formation to economic growth. State and local jurisdictions also
shape policies and undertake activities to persuade existing businesses to re-locate to that state or
political subdivision, often from another location in the Greater Washington Region.
With respect to the creation of high technology businesses (including as a subcategory
cybersecurity businesses) in the Greater Washington Region, state and local jurisdictions have
undertaken a broad range of activities that are almost always directly competitive to programs
undertaken by other states and jurisdictions.
In general, tax and investment incentives fall into the following categories:
Providing capital to encourage technology commercialization of inventions created in
universities and federal labs.
Tax incentives to locate businesses in specific political subdivisions.
Programmatic spending on educational achievement and work force development.
Other financial incentives to locate businesses in specific jurisdictional locations.
Many of these programs provide relatively small amounts of funding to business, and to
the extent they do provide funding, they are biased towards business formation, retention and
attraction.
This Report focuses on the existing programs and competitive positioning that we believe
are most applicable to accelerating the cybersecurity industry in Montgomery County. General
programs focused on business relocation and retention are not covered by this Report.
1.

District of Columbia

Although the District of Columbia has made significant investments in incubators and
accelerators (the most notable being its investment in the 1776 startup accelerator), the District
government has not created programs or incentives specifically targeted at creating or attracting
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cybersecurity companies. It is currently undertaking a comprehensive review of its strategy for
economic growth, and such policies may be forthcoming.
The District of Columbia has one investment program that it could potentially use to
attract and fund cybersecurity startups. The District of Columbia Innovation Finance Program
provides up to $500,000 as a co-investor with private investors to businesses with a “strong
connection” to the District. A strong connection means that a business has its principal business
office in the District, has 75% of its employees work in the District, and has DC residents
making up at least 25% of its employees. Additionally, the business must be privately owned and
have less than 750 employees in total. The amount of funding available for this program is an
undisclosed portion of a pool of $13.2 million. To date, the District has made only one
investment; the recipient is an online donation business.
2.

Virginia and Maryland State Programs Are Similar to Each Other

Virginia and Maryland have made significant funding commitments to technology
business formation and expansion. As noted elsewhere in this Report, state-funded seed
investments by Maryland and Virginia constitute the largest single source of startup capital for
cybersecurity companies in the Greater Washington Region. In Virginia, these activities are
largely undertaken through the Center for Innovative Technology (the “CIT”), while in Maryland
they are undertaken primarily through the Maryland Technology Development Corporation
(“TEDCO”).
The CIT’s activities that directly relate to creating technology businesses, including
cybersecurity startups, are:
GAP Funds. CIT manages a number of state-funded venture capital activities that provide
seed and early stage capital for startup businesses located in Virginia. These investments
most often occur in the “seed stage” of a business (a time when a business has no
customers and is developing its first commercial product) and in the “early stage” of a
business (a time when a business has a commercially available product but few
customers). Investments are generally in the $100,000 to $250,000 range per company.
Technology Grants. CIT operates the Commonwealth Research Commercialization Fund
to provide seed stage funding to assist in the commercialization of inventions developed
in Virginia. Additionally, CIT promotes the use the federally funded Small Business
Innovation Research Grants (“SBIRs”) by providing Virginia companies with help in
preparing their applications and in some cases, by matching their initial SBIR grants. The
SBIR Grants and CRCF funds are in the amount of $50,000 to $100,000 per recipient.
SBIR matching funds and CRCF funds are grants and do not have to be repaid, so long as
the recipient remains in Virginia.
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Mach 37 Accelerator. The CIT also operates a new business creation and acceleration
program targeted at cybersecurity startups. The Mach37 Program recruits cybersecurity
startup teams from all over the United States and invites them to Herndon, Virginia for a
three-month residential acceleration program. The Mach 37 Accelerator provides capital
and targeted business assistance. Many of Mach 37’s graduates receive funding from the
CIT GAP Funds. Amounts invested per company range from $50,000 to $250,000.
TEDCO operates a number of programs targeted at new technology business formation,
each of which is applicable to cybersecurity startup formation.
Technology Validation Program. This program provides grants to allow a potential
business to evaluate the commercial opportunities available for inventions made in
Maryland. It is generally applied to businesses that are based on inventions created in a
Maryland based university or federal lab. Grants of up to $100,000 are available.
Technology Commercialization Fund. This program provides grants to allow a potential
business to develop a prototype or commercial product from inventions made in
Maryland. This program is often used by businesses that have already participated in the
Technology Validation Program. Grants of up to $100,000 are available.
N-Step. This program is focused on developing intellectual property created at NIST, and
providing support for NIST researchers wishing to start new businesses. This program
provides up to $112,000 to eligible businesses.
Cybersecurity Investment Fund. This program provides up to $100,000 in funding to
businesses that are developing a cybersecurity technology for commercialization. Note
that this funding is in the form of an investment, rather than a grant. It is available to seed
stage and early stage businesses only.
Maryland Venture Fund. Although this is program is not currently making new
investments, TEDCO also provides the oversight of the Maryland Venture Fund. The
Maryland Venture Fund provided venture capital investment in seed and early stage
businesses located in Maryland. It provided capital in amounts per company of $250,000
to $750,000. This program was intended to be an evergreen fund, financed through
returns from investments. At this time, the fund is fully invested, which means that until
it earns a return on those investments, it has no money to invest in new companies. The
Maryland Venture Fund was financed by the InvestMaryland initiative. The
InvestMaryland Initiative sold state income tax credits to insurance companies. The
proceeds were used to capitalize the Maryland Venture Fund and also to invest in private
venture capital organizations willing to commit to making investments in Maryland.
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Approximately $80 million was allocated to the Maryland Venture Fund and various
private venture capital organizations.
Virginia and Maryland both provide tax credits to encourage the formation or new
technology businesses.
In Virginia two programs focus on research and development and private investment. The
two relevant programs are:
Refundable Research and Development Expenses Tax Credit. This program provides
Virginia tax credits for individual and businesses that incur research and development
expenses. The amount per business is up to $46,800 in credits against corporate income
taxes, per year; provided that if there is insufficient demand for the credits the amount
may be up to $85,600 per business.
Qualified Equity and Subordinated Debt Investments Credit. This program provides up to
a $50,000 income tax credit for investors who make an equity or subordinated debt
investment in a Virginia-based business in various technology areas, including
cybersecurity and software. The investment must be made in a company with less than $3
million in revenues. The tax credit is for up to 50% of each investment. The overall
program is capped at $5 million per year in the aggregate.
Based upon our interviews, neither of the Virginia programs has been particularly
relevant to investors or startup companies. Tax credits on Virginia taxes do not seem to be a
particularly strong motivator for investment activity in Virginia. These programs are not being
fully utilized.
Maryland has one investment tax credit program that is directly applicable to
cybersecurity businesses:
Cybersecurity Investment Incentive Tax Credit. This program provides a grant to
Maryland “Qualified Maryland Cybersecurity Companies” in an amount of up to 33% of
the total amount of investment such company receives in a financing round. Unlike a
similar program for biotechnology company investments, the funding goes directly to the
company and not the investors. Qualified Maryland Cybersecurity Companies are
businesses that are: (i) headquartered in Maryland, (ii) for profit businesses engaged
primarily in the development of “innovative and proprietary cybersecurity technology,”
(iii) have fewer than 50 employees, (iv) are less than 5 years old and (v) do not have any
publicly traded securities. There are significant procedural limitations on its use – the
most significant one being that it requires the issuance of the tax credit before the
investments in the proposed financing are received. Additionally, the program has
ownership attribution rules that will potentially track prior business activities of material
owners (more than 25%) ownership, and apply against the 5 year age requirements. This
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program is authorized by the legislature ever year. There is $2 million available under the
current appropriation.
As with the Virginia credits, the Cybersecurity Investment Incentive Tax Credit program
is not being fully utilized.
3.

Local Leveraging of State Programs

In Maryland, a number of jurisdictions utilize state programs to leverage investments.
According to TEDCO staff, Howard and Anne Arundel Counties look at providing additional
investment or grant amounts when TEDCO provides capital under the Technology
Commercialization Fund. These amounts are in the $25,000 to $50,000 range, on top of the
$100,000 in funding provided by TEDCO.
Montgomery County provides additional amounts under the Cybersecurity Investment
Incentive Tax Credit program for investments in qualified companies in Montgomery County.
Through conversations we had with TEDCO and Maryland state personnel as part of our
research for this Report, we learned that Montgomery County hasn’t taken full advantage of the
resources and capital available through TEDCO and the State. We learned in particular that both
the Cyber Security Investment Tax Credit and the Cybersecurity Investment Fund were not as
heavily utilized as anticipated. In both instances, state personnel stressed to us that they wanted
more opportunities to provide funding under these programs. Accordingly, we believe that in
these instances and others, there are significant opportunities to leverage existing state programs
and capital to grow cybersecurity startups in Montgomery County, particularly if these initiatives
could have broader benefits to the state of Maryland.
For example, Montgomery County could work with MITRE and National Cybersecurity
Center of Excellence (the “NCCoE”)14 to apply the N-Step Program to create more startup
activity around cybersecurity intellectual property created at NIST (which is located just outside
Montgomery County). Another example would be to provide matching funds to the
Cybersecurity Investment Fund for startup businesses located in Montgomery County.
Opportunities to work more closely with TEDCO will be more specifically identified in the
Recommendations section of this Report.

In our review of the assets available for starting new cybersecurity companies in Montgomery County,
we believe that the existence of the NCCoE is a large opportunity. The combination of a federal
organization that is motivated to promulgate cybersecurity standards and a federally funded research and
development corporation in MITRE creates a strong potential for technology creation and
commercialization.
14
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4.

Are Taxes a Competitive Issue in Attracting Cybersecurity Businesses?

A recurring theme in many interviews with entrepreneurs and government personnel is
that Maryland is perceived as being a significantly worse tax location than Virginia for both
growing and established businesses. This viewpoint was particularly pervasive among the
entrepreneurs interviewed for this Report.
Interestingly, a report recently prepared by the Maryland Office of Legislative Oversight
demonstrates that the difference in overall business taxation between Montgomery County and
other regional business locations (for example, Fairfax County) is very small and in many cases
measured in differences of hundreds of dollars. Even when provided with this information, the
general opinion was that Virginia has a very effective marketing message as a “low tax, business
friendly state” and that certain taxes levied on Maryland businesses, such as the energy tax, were
more visible and generated negative reactions.
If, in fact, the tax differentials between jurisdictions are as small as suggested, then the
effect of taxation as a competitive issue for the creation of a cybersecurity industry in
Montgomery County should be minimal also. However, the interviews undertaken in connection
with this Report reveal a substantial level of market misinformation and perceptions.
Montgomery County should recognize that it may have a significant marketing and public
relations challenge if it is to change its reputation.

MONTGOMERY COUNTY HIGHER EDUCATION RESOURCES
Montgomery County is home to two higher education institutions, Montgomery College
and the Universities at Shady Grove. Montgomery College is a public community college with
three academic campuses in the county. The Homer S. Gudelski Institute for Technical
Education is located on the Rockville campus, which is the largest of Montgomery College’s
three campuses. Montgomery College also has multiple training centers and community
engagement centers, some of which are located in the county.
Montgomery College offers associate’s degrees in a significant number of cyber-related
fields, including computer applications (data base systems track and information technology
track); computer gaming and simulation; computer science and technologies (computer science
track and information systems track); cybersecurity; digital media and web technology;
engineering science (electrical engineering track and engineering science); and network and
wireless technologies. It offers certificates in all these areas and some additional ones as well,
such as Java Developer, Advanced Network Security, Cisco Certified Network Association +
Security Preparation, and Technical Writing. Students who earn their associate’s degree with a
3.0 grade point average are eligible to attend the University of Maryland and obtain their
baccalaureate degree. Some 70% of Montgomery College graduates in engineering who continue
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their education go on to the University of Maryland at College Park. A smaller number continue
their education elsewhere; they need a higher GPA to gain admission outside the Maryland
system, around a 3.4 or 3.5. Montgomery College says that almost all its graduates who go on to
Maryland’s engineering school or Georgia Tech do as well as students who started as freshmen
at those schools.
The college also provides workforce development and continuing education. It has
established an Information Technology Institute, described as providing “career-focused, handson IT courses taught by industry professionals.” These are non-degree classes that cover a range
of subjects, including big data and databases; computer networks, cybersecurity, data analysis
and programming software development. The college also contracts with local industries to
develop and provide course content driven by the industries’ work force needs. Twenty percent
of the college’s activity is direct to business training.
Of particular interest is the college’s Cyberadvantage program, a two-semester nondegree program funded by a federal grant. The grant keeps tuition at a relatively affordable
$1200 for the entire program; tuition would otherwise be over $4000. The first semester
comprises core courses; the second semester gives students the opportunity to follow one of three
specialized tracks – Desktop Support, Network Support, or Software Testing. The stated goal of
the program is to prepare students to pass industry certification tests and be employable upon
doing so.
The Universities at Shady Grove (“USG”) include nine of the state’s four-year public
universities. Each university provides its own programs, both undergraduate and graduate, and
awards its own degrees. All undergraduates (approximately 2600) are upper-level transfer
students, and three-quarters of them transferred from Montgomery College. The University of
Maryland University College offers bachelors of science programs in Computer Networks and
Cybersecurity; Cybersecurity Management and Policy; and Software Development and Security.
The University of Maryland, Baltimore County, offers an M.P.S. in Cybersecurity and graduate
certificates in Cybersecurity Strategy and Policy. USG partner schools also offer a variety of
cyber-related majors and graduate degrees, including Digital Media and Web Technology,
Engineering, Information Systems Management, and Information Technology.
Montgomery County is a minority majority county, and the students at Montgomery
College and USG reflect that. Many are the children of immigrants or immigrants themselves.
Our research resulted in contradictory risk profiles: on the one hand, the students are risk averse
and avoid loans, needing grants and scholarships to fund their education. On the other hand, they
often grew up in a small, family business and so are entrepreneurially-inclined. This suggests
that additional financial support could increase the number of students completing their degrees
and also free students to follow their entrepreneurial inclinations.
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Students who are not entrepreneurially inclined can face additional constraints on their
ability to work in the cybersecurity field. First, if they are not citizens, passing a background
check can be difficult, if not impossible. Security clearances are generally needed to work for
national security agencies and their related government contractors and their subcontractors.
Second, the federal government and its contractors and their subcontractors, generally require
that employees have a baccalaureate degree. The National Security Agency has developed an
internship program that students from certain qualified 2-year programs can participate in and be
considered for permanent employment, but the program is limited and does not help with the
clearance problem that many Montgomery College students face.
Both Montgomery College and USG reach out to local industry, for feedback on their
programs and students, for employment, and for faculty. Our research indicates that both
institutions’ cyber graduates are seen as technically proficient. However, there is also a need for
continued improvement in the graduates’ teamwork, critical thinking, and leadership skills.

IV. WHERE DOES THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT FIT?
The federal government’s effect on Montgomery County’s cybersecurity industry is
significant. Montgomery County-based cybersecurity businesses count a broad range of federal
agencies as customers. The following federal agencies purchase cybersecurity products, services,
or solutions from businesses in Montgomery County.
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Federal Organizations Funding Montgomery County Cybersecurity Companies
Agency for international development
Agriculture
Air force
Commerce
Defense
Education
Energy
Environmental Protection Agency
Federal Housing Finance Agency
Federal Maritime Commission
General Services Administration
Health and Human Services
Homeland Security
Interior
Justice
Navy
State
Transportation
Treasury
Source: Deltek GovWin

The federal government also operates many laboratories that create cybersecurity
technologies; it also funds faculty at research universities and not-for-profit research labs like
MITRE. Of the seventy-two federal research labs in Maryland, thirty-nine operate in
Montgomery Country.
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Federal Laboratories Operating in Montgomery County
Center for Drug Evaluation and Research (CDER)
Center for Information Technology (CIT)
Center for Veterinary Medicine (CVM)
Clinical Center at the National Institutes of Health (NIH)
Fogarty International Center (FICNIH)
National Cancer Institute (NCI)
National Center for Advancing Translational Sciences (NCATS)
National Center for Complementary and Alternative Medicine (NCCAM)
National Center for Research Resources (NCRR)
National Eye Institute (NEI)
National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute (NHLBI)
National Human Genome Research Institute (NHGRI)
National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases (NIAID)
National Institute of Arthritis and Musculoskeletal and Skin Diseases
National Institute of Biomedical Imaging and Bioengineering (NIBIB)
National Institute of Child Health and Human Development
National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research
National Institute of Diabetes and Digestive and Kidney Diseases
National Institute of General Medical Sciences
National Institute of Mental Health
National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke (NINDS)
National Institute of Nursing Research
National Institute of Standards and Technology - NIST
National Institute on Aging
National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism
National Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders
National Institute on Drug Abuse
National Institutes of Health
National Library of Medicine
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) - Center for Coastal Monitoring and Assessment
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) - Meteorological Development Laboratory
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) - National Oceanic Data Center
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) - Office of Aquaculture
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Naval Medical Research Center
Naval Surface Warfare Center (NSWC) - Carderock Division
Office of Research Services (ORS)
U. S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) - Center for Devices and Radiological Health (CDRH)
U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) - Center for Biologics Evaluation and Research (CBER)
Uniformed Services University of the Health Services (USUHS)
Walter Reed Army Institute of Research (WRAIR)
Federally Funded Research and Development Center Operating in Montgomery County
National Cybersecurity Center of Excellence
Source: Federal Laboratory Consortium for Technology Transfer

The potential for technology transfer of new technology out of federal research and
development has been extensively evaluated. 15 Around the Greater Washington Region, many of
the incubator programs associated with universities are closely bound to technology transfer.
Both the federal government and Maryland have invested significant amounts in this process. At
best, however, these programs have met with limited success. The most successful efforts focus
on a technology that is sufficiently advanced to be converted into a commercial product, and they
combine that with seed capital and experienced talent.
There have been some efforts in the Greater Washington Region to attempt to
commercialize federally-funded cybersecurity technologies. For example, cybersecurity
companies have been started with technology developed at Virginia Tech, George Mason, and
the University of Maryland Baltimore County. MITRE has successfully commercialized a
number of cybersecurity technologies.
There are, however, few efforts in Greater Washington Region to directly accelerate, as
opposed to just fund, cybersecurity technologies derived from federal agencies and labs.
Recently, Datatribe, a venture capital fund recently set up in Anne Arundel County, announced
that it will create companies based on technology derived from the NSA. Both CIT and TEDCO
will fund companies formed around cybersecurity technology out of federal labs, their roles are
limited to investing, not accelerating.
Some observers see the proximity to Montgomery County of a significant portion of the
federal government's national security-related cybersecurity activities in close proximity to
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See, for example, the analysis of the opportunity for regional technology commercialization contained
in Building Entrepreneurial Innovation in the Greater Washington Region, May 12, 2016.
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Montgomery County as a large opportunity for Montgomery County. We believe that the
opportunity is more nuanced. Both Howard County and Anne Arundel are highly focused on
supporting NSA and Cyber Command, both as a source of workers and as a pathway to
commercialization of technology developed at these facilities. An overlooked but important fact
is both of these agencies use cybersecurity as an element of force projection and surveillance.
This trend will only be accentuated by the elevation of Cyber Command to a branch of the armed
forces, rather than a tactical support activity. These trends will undoubtedly create significant
opportunities to develop cybersecurity technologies for these agencies, but the differentiation
that currently exists between technologies used and deployed by NSA and Cyber Command and
other parts of the federal government will become more pronounced.
Within the cybersecurity national federal establishment, there are two distinct areas of
engagement. The first is providing talent and technology to these agencies, primarily through
workforce training and creating technologies in the private sector that will be purchased by the
agencies. These engagement activities have limited utility as means of economic development
for Montgomery County. First, providing talent to the government is constrained by both
citizenship and educational attainment. Montgomery County’s talent creation infrastructure
skews both towards two year programs and to non-citizens, as compared to other competing
jurisdictions. The second limitation is that confidentiality issues and specific mission
requirements mean that the most successful vendors can neither talk about their success nor share
the developed technology with other customers. Neither of these limitations is likely to vanish in
the foreseeable future. Moreover, any change must come from the federal government, and while
Montgomery County can make its case for change, it has no control over the outcome.
Within the narrow context of the cybersecurity national security agencies, a more
productive opportunity would be to look to commercialize technology developed by the national
security agencies and made available for use by private businesses. In this regard, we
recommend that Montgomery County look more directly at NIST and the NCCoE as operated by
MITRE.
We believe that the combination of a federal lab in NIST (which has the mission of
developing and promulgating cybersecurity standards and methodologies) and MITRE (a
federally funded research and development organization that has as track record of cybersecurity
technology commercialization) creates a significant opportunity for Montgomery County.
Cybersecurity technologies and approaches created by these entities don’t face the constraints on
civilian use as do technologies derived from NSA or Cyber Command.
In addition to the opportunity surrounding the NCCoE, Montgomery County has
demonstrable success in its businesses providing both cybersecurity and information technology
services, solutions and products to the federal government. An opportunity for differentiation
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exists for Montgomery County – to position itself as the place where “defensive” technologies
are built and deployed. Increased support for can lead to even more business.
The current federal acquisition rules place many restrictions on the ability of commercial
businesses to find and exploit government-derived opportunities. During our research for this
Report, many entrepreneurs interviewed stated that they would sell more products to the federal
government “if they knew how.”
Meanwhile, the federal government has undertaken significant changes in how it looks
for new software and information technology products. The Department of Defense, Department
of Homeland Security, State Department and Health and Human Services have all created
programs to identify new sources of technology innovation and contract with it. The General
Services Administration established an internal consulting arm called “18F” to evaluate
technologies not currently being used by the federal government to improve operating
efficiencies.
To accelerate matching cybersecurity businesses in Montgomery County with federal
opportunities, an existing non-government organization or a new entity formed by the MCEDC
in and for the county should be charged with:
Coordinating with federal agencies to identify new opportunities for Montgomery
County-based businesses to work with federal agencies in the areas of cybersecurity and
information technology.
Organizing programing and activities to promote great connections between these groups.
Providing training on government-relates sales practices and working within federal
contracting rules.
Advocating for changes in contracting and technology sourcing rules to facilitate easier
connections between the federal government and Montgomery County-based businesses

V.

BUILDING ON THE EXISTING COMMERCIAL BASE

A list of the 200 largest employers in Maryland shows significant concentration in
industries that have demonstrated needs for cybersecurity services and products. Data protection
and integrity is essential to industries such as healthcare, government contracting, hospitality,
media and internet commerce, from both a customer relations and legal compliance perspective.
Of the 200 largest employers, 50 are located in Montgomery County. These employers are listed
in Appendix B to this Report.
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These businesses are the most likely customers for cybersecurity services and
technologies in Montgomery County. Many are already purchasing what they need from outside
vendors. The county should make a concerted effort to engage these businesses with its resident
cybersecurity entrepreneurs and businesses. The more that these businesses see Montgomery
County as home to their key technology vendors, the more they will be knitted into the local
business community and less likely to leave if another political subdivision offers some shortterm financial benefit.
Based upon our reviews of Montgomery County’s established businesses and of those in
Greater Washington Region, we believe efforts must be made to more regularly and
meaningfully connect smaller businesses with the larger companies. As shown in our prior work
for the 2030 Group, where there is a higher degree of connection, customer revenue
opportunities and business exits are more likely to occur.
Our research suggests that Montgomery County should work to enhance connections
between cybersecurity entrepreneurs and established businesses in banking and finance,
hospitality, healthcare and federal government contractors.
Such connections could occur through various tactical approaches:
Holding reverse pitch events, where larger companies publicize their cybersecurity and
information technology needs.
Focusing the funding efforts described elsewhere in this Report (see Recommendations)
on the targeted industrial sectors.
Promoting the industrial focus as an attractor for both existing businesses and smaller
businesses looking for revenue opportunities.
For this initiative to succeed, the leadership of the larger businesses located in
Montgomery County (or the region) would need to “buy in.” At the minimum, this buy-in would
require a commitment of time from key personnel who would be available to share information
and opportunities. Ideally, they would also provide financial support.

VI. STRATEGIC CONSIDERATIONS
SERVICE OR PRODUCT-DRIVEN GROWTH?
Montgomery County has a clear opportunity to continue developing its existing
community of service-based cybersecurity and information technology companies. The data
show that the County’s level of entrepreneurial activity in the service sector is comparable to that
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of other parts of the Greater Washington Region, particularly Fairfax and Arlington Counties.
Additionally, many of the components needed to support further development of this sector are
already in place, including a number of large potential customers in Montgomery County and the
large number of federal customers currently purchasing services from Montgomery Countybased companies. Since the best way to grow smaller businesses is through customer revenue,
this is a large advantage. Indeed, our prior review of economic development models reinforce
that the engagement of the business community is an important driver of success.
Montgomery County’s ability to create a large concentration of cybersecurity and
information technology product companies is less clear. The number of venture capital funding
in the county of cybersecurity product companies (and information technology companies
generally) lags significantly behind other parts of Maryland and Northern Virginia.
With the exception of some limited activities by NIST, national security technology
outreach activities to date have not been particularly focused on Montgomery County. The
commercialization activities being undertaken by federal labs and universities in the Greater
Washington Region are similarly not particularly connected with Montgomery County.
In pursuing a strategy to develop its cybersecurity and information technology business
community, Montgomery County should differentiate between how to support its existing
business community of cybersecurity and information technology companies that are
successfully offering services, on the one hand, and developing emerging technology productfocused businesses, on the other. Many supporting activities will be useful for both types of
businesses. It is important to appreciate, however, that creating a vibrant, technology product
business community will require significantly longer to develop and expand. Many of the skills
necessary to grow technology product companies are distinctly different from those required to
grow service companies, the sources of capital are different, and so are the sales cycles and the
customers.
Many observers of innovation and business growth advocate for product-based
businesses, because they are able to more rapidly scale and maintain higher business margins if
customers like their products. This does not mean, however, that service-oriented technology
businesses cannot be profitable or grow to provide significant employment. Indeed, within the
context of the Greater Washington Region’s business community, service-oriented business
models can achieve significant scale. Therefore, when considering its strategic choices, we
highly recommend that Montgomery County does not ignore what it is currently doing well as it
looks to drive future growth.
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SWOT ANALYSIS
MCEDC can change the economic prospects of Montgomery County by growing its
cybersecurity industry. The following SWOT analysis falls out of the preceding discussion in
this Report and informs the recommendations below.

A COMPREHENSIVE APPROACH
This Report provides twelve recommendations for strategic and programmatic actions
Montgomery County could take to accelerate the growth of its cybersecurity and information
technology economy. These recommendations are provided independently of each other, so that
the County can balance the overall costs and benefits of a comprehensive approach against
available resources. Additionally, Montgomery County may determine to pursue one or more of
the recommended approaches on its own or choose to coordinate activities with other state or
local jurisdictions or existing nongovernmental organizations.
The recommendations below are intended as a whole to accomplish the following
primary strategic objectives:
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1.
Continue supporting the business activities and further development of
service model cybersecurity and information technology companies.
2.
Encourage the formation of new cybersecurity and information technology
service and product businesses in Montgomery County.
3.
Deepen the talent available to support cybersecurity and information
technology businesses in Montgomery County.
4.
Engage the largest businesses in Montgomery County in the development
and expansion of the cybersecurity industry, thereby providing a strong business reason
for their continued engagement with local businesses, entrepreneurs and educational
institutions.
5.
Raise awareness of Montgomery County as a leader of the regional
development of the cybersecurity industry and as a prime location for entrepreneurs and
individuals seeking to make a career in cybersecurity and information technology.
6.
Provide a strong business case for attracting large established businesses
to locate in Montgomery County by providing access to a talented and entrepreneurial
workforce and entrepreneurial culture.
7.
Use cybersecurity and its related business challenges to coalesce a
vertically-organized business community of larger and small companies arranged in
industrial verticals (for example, healthcare or national security technologies) to foster
greater potential for entrepreneurial business growth through customer revenues and also
a greater likelihood of sale of businesses to larger companies and formation of strategic
alliances.
8.
growth.

Attract additional pools of risk capital to support entrepreneurial business

9.
Position Montgomery County as the leading entrepreneurial hot-spot in
the Greater Washington Region through market leadership of cybersecurity and
information technology.
For each of the recommendations, an estimated cost is provided. Unless otherwise stated,
costs are estimated on an annual basis. Additionally, certain recommendations may share costs
with others; if cost-sharing recommendations are adopted, overall costs may be reduced.
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VII. RECOMMENDATIONS
RECOMMENDATION ONE – HIRE “CYBER SHERPAS”
Montgomery County should hire “Cyber Sherpas,” who are responsible for growing
cybersecurity business awareness and connecting the dots to Montgomery County’s resources.
Cybersecurity and information technology are high-skill industries that share a unique
language. The entrepreneurs and business owners that Montgomery County wishes to engage
and assist want desperately to find pathways to grow their businesses, but it is human nature to
place the highest value on information that is offered to them “in the language they understand”
and by people that they respect.
To create a closer connection between the county and those it wishes to work with in the
cybersecurity industry, Montgomery County must have one or more representatives that are
retained to be “Cyber Sherpas.” Cyber Sherpas would be full time employees of the MCEDC.
Ideally, they would be experienced entrepreneurs or business owners who have grown
cybersecurity businesses.
Their primary responsibilities would be to:
Work with the MCEDC Board of Directors and CEO to formulate activities to cultivate
the community of cybersecurity business in Montgomery County.
Educate regional and national entrepreneurs and businesses about the advantages of
locating in Montgomery County.
Provide business mentorship to Montgomery County cybersecurity businesses.
Help Montgomery County cybersecurity businesses to benefit from the programs targeted
at them.

RECOMMENDATION TWO – PUBLIC RELATIONS AND BRAND BUILDING
Engage in a public relations program to raise awareness of the County’s cybersecurity
business community and its commitment to additional growth.
A recurring theme in the interviews conducted for this Report was a belief that
Montgomery County was not relevant as a location for cybersecurity or information technology
entrepreneurship or business expansion. A secondary theme was that Montgomery County was
not “pro-business” when compared to Fairfax and Loudon counties. Both perceptions are
inaccurate when one evaluates the data contained in this Report. But they are widely held.
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We recommend therefore that as Montgomery County’s comprehensive strategy for
growing its presence in cybersecurity and information technology include branding and public
relations activities, including:
Clarifying misconceptions about taxation and regulatory treatment of businesses when
compared to other regional jurisdictions.
Publicizing the existence of a large quantity of existing activities and related talent.
Touting an infrastructure that is established to support accelerated growth in the targeted
industry – promoting in specific the programs adopted by the MCEDC.

RECOMMENDATION THREE – POLICY LEADERSHIP
Coordinate the viewpoints and experiences of the cybersecurity and information
technology businesses in Montgomery County to provide guidance to state and federal
legislatures on how they can assist further development of these industries.
During the preparation of this Report, it became apparent that both state and federal
legislators rely upon informal networks and hand-picked commissions to advise them on issues
relating to developing and expanding the cybersecurity industry. It is widely acknowledged that
there are significant policy issues that will affect the development and growth of the
cybersecurity industry. There are issues as to whether funding is allocated on a state of federal
level to research and development of technologies and workforce training. Significant federal
policy issues arise out of immigration, security clearances, privacy controls, technology
standardization and liability. Montgomery County could obtain significant reputational benefit
from being the organizing force behind a collective “one stop shop” for policy makers to be able
to “take the pulse” of cybersecurity entrepreneurs. Additionally, it could provide businesses
within its jurisdiction with legislative and policy insights.

RECOMMENDATION FOUR – ENGAGE WITH FEDERAL BUYERS
Provide greater opportunities for connection with the federal government, but
differentiate between national security and other federal opportunities.
To accelerate the connection between cybersecurity businesses in Montgomery County
and federal opportunities, organized connection activity should be undertaken.
This organized activity would:
Coordinate with federal agencies to identify new opportunities for Montgomery Countybased businesses to work with federal agencies in the areas of cybersecurity and
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information technology.
Organize programing and activities to promote great connections between these groups.
Provide training into government-relates sales practices and working within federal
contracting rules.
Advocate for changes in contracting and technology sourcing rules to facilitate easier
connections between the federal government and Montgomery County-based businesses.
These activities could occur through the entrepreneur-led consortium described in
Recommendation Five or through a series of coordinated activities led by Montgomery County.

RECOMMENDATION FIVE – ORGANIZE CYBERSECURITY
ENTREPRENEURS
Create or support an entrepreneur-led consortium of cybersecurity business resources.
As we have learned through the preparation of this Report, there is significantly more
cybersecurity business activity in Montgomery County than many of our interviewees suspected.
This is indicative of the lack of connection and “there-ness” that was repeatedly identified in our
interviews. Montgomery County could immediately take a visible and leading role in the Greater
Washington Region’s cybersecurity entrepreneurial community by seeding and supporting an
organization that abolishes silos and puts the entrepreneur first.
The focus of this entrepreneur-first organization could be businesses and individuals only
resident in Montgomery County. Or it could take a broader approach, and market to
cybersecurity entrepreneurs around the Greater Washington Region. Our belief is that under
either approach, the entrepreneurial community would be quickly drawn to an initiative that
clearly put their interests first in its programing and resource identification and gathering.
Resources would be validated on objective criteria of excellence and suitability rather than “who
pays” to be on the podium.

RECOMMENDATION SIX – CREATE REVENUE OPPORTUNITIES
Create or support connections between cybersecurity vendors and customers
As shown earlier in this Report, many of the largest businesses in Montgomery County
are in industries that have strong cybersecurity needs. The opportunities only increase if the
entire Greater Washington Region is considered.
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These activities could occur through the entrepreneur-led consortium described in
Recommendation Five or through a series of coordinated activities led by Montgomery County.
The organized effort would be designed to enhance connections between cybersecurity
entrepreneurs and established businesses in banking and finance, hospitality, healthcare and
federal government contractors.
Such connections could occur through various tactical approaches:
Holding reverse pitch events, where larger companies publicize their cybersecurity and
information technology needs.
Focusing the funding efforts described elsewhere in this Report (see Recommendations)
on the targeted industrial sectors.
Promoting the industrial focus as an attractor for both existing businesses and smaller
businesses looking for revenue opportunities.

RECOMMENDATION SEVEN – DEVELOP TALENT
Develop additional talent to expand Montgomery County’s “cybersecurity” workforce.
As an industry, cybersecurity and information technology is highly amenable to
retraining and specific training. Third party validations and certifications, such as those provided
by CISCO, level the playing field so that graduates from a community college (Montgomery
County Community College) or a research university (University of Maryland) can be evaluated
against objective standards. The current breadth of programs offered by Montgomery College
can provide a pipeline of trained cybersecurity workers. The Universities at Shady Grove provide
an additional pool of potential talent, either through existing programs or by way or partnership
with Montgomery College’s technical training resources.
In utilizing these resources, it is essential to understand two key limiting factors. First,
Montgomery College’s programs produce skilled individuals who have not completed four-year
university degree programs. Second, a significant portion of the student body at the MCC and
universities at Shady Grove are not United States citizens. Accordingly, these programs are
unlikely to be able to dramatically expand their professional placements into national security
agencies such as NSA or Cyber Command, without significant changes in governmental
employment practices.
However, these limitations are not dispositive for private employers or for federal
customers where a security clearances and four-year degrees are not required. Therefore,
Montgomery College’s current efforts to engage with local businesses must be supported and
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enhanced through additional resources. The creation of the various organized approaches
described to bring businesses into closer connection should be broadened to provide a role for
Montgomery County’s educational resources through job fairs, internship programs and direct
marketing of corporate education programs.
In particular, we believe that Montgomery College’s current focus on corporate education
should be supported with additional marketing resources. By tailoring education and training to a
specific employer’s requirements, these program can be both a corporate attraction and retention
benefit. The trends in cybersecurity undoubtedly are in favor of future change and threats. By
being a partner in keeping an employer’s personnel current, Montgomery College (and
Montgomery County) can more tightly tie to it the businesses that are vulnerable to (or make
their money from) cyber threats.
Additionally, support should be provided to Montgomery College and other talent
development programs operated by Montgomery County to broaden the work skills its residents.
Exposure to entrepreneurial skills, such as communications, presentations and information
mastery, should be included in workforce development activities. Montgomery County should
seek to become known as a place where its work force is creative, adaptable and well rounded.
Although the focus of this Report is cybersecurity, we note that there are many emerging
industries that will provide both opportunities for workforce training and talent development, as
well as challenges for creating high-value added employment. We strongly recommend that
Montgomery County evaluate emerging industries, such as autonomous transportation, virtual
reality and media, artificial intelligence, precision medicine, artificial DNA and space
technologies and identify opportunities for workforce preparation and talent development.
Moreover, a forward-thinking review of these and other emerging industries could shape
Montgomery County’s economic development roadmap more broadly.

RECOMMENDATION EIGHT – ACCELERATE NEW TECH ADOPTION
Create a consulting team of cybersecurity technicians who can assist companies in
evaluating and purchasing new cybersecurity technologies.
A challenge faced by many existing businesses is how to assess and deploy new
cybersecurity products. Many companies do not have the staff or expertise to evaluate new
technologies or to integrate new technologies into their existing information technology
infrastructure. The federal government has created an internal consulting group called 18F which
allows the General Services Administration to apply emerging software technologies to existing
government problems on a consultative basis.
We recommend that Montgomery County create an analogous consultative group, to
provide assistance and insight to Montgomery County-based businesses that require assistance to
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adopt and deploy emerging cybersecurity technologies. Such an organized effort could be a “for
profit” initiative or subsidized by Montgomery County.
Staffing for this initiative could come from expertise added from the private sector, but it
could be leveraged with student interns and staff sourced from Montgomery College and USG.
This would provide opportunities for applied training and also the development of client and
business skills.
Access to this program could be limited to technologies sourced from Montgomery
County-based businesses, or more broadly.
This recommended activity could be tied closely into the creation of the vertically
connected business communities proposed by other recommendations. Domain experiences
could be shared, and cybersecurity “best practices” could be shared. Additionally, the presence
of NIST and the National Cybersecurity Center of Excellence, could provide opportunities to
promote best practices and technology implementations created there.

RECOMMENDATION NINE – REWARD TALENT WITH STUDENT DEBT
RESTRUCTURING

Provide student debt relief to qualified cybersecurity talent.
Emerging private sector business models such as SoFI, a rapidly growing company that
refinances student loans for students who have strong career prospects, suggest that it is possible
to selectively restructure student loans on an individual basis based upon professional prospects.
Montgomery County should consider utilizing a similar model to selectively assist individuals in
the restructuring of their student loan indebtedness, and potentially offer debt reduction
payments for activities that promote expansion of the county’s cybersecurity talent pool.
Incentives could be offered to cause graduates of targeted Montgomery College or USG
programs to remain in the county after graduation. Or, incentives could be offered to attract
individuals with significant cybersecurity experience as a way to improve the overall level of
talent. Incentives could also be offered to companies that relocate to Montgomery County, or to
companies that hire new individuals, in the form of local tax credits.

RECOMMENDATION TEN – CREATE A DISTINCTIVE CYBERSECURITY
ACCELERATOR

Establish a cybersecurity product acceleration program at the NCCoE.
Accelerator programs that are unique and have a high level of connection with localized
resources are often successful. The co-location of NIST and NCCoE, with the coordination of
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MITRE, provides a unique opportunity to create precisely that sort of successful program.
Additionally, the arrangement of Montgomery County’s cybersecurity and information
technology industry into areas of common interest (as suggested in Recommendation Six) would
provide the potential for funding, customers and business sales from companies grown through
such an accelerator.
Additionally, a number of TEDCO’s funding programs would be available to provide
seed capital for accelerated companies. TEDCO also has investment expertise that could be
drawn on by the cybersecurity accelerator. Moreover, TEDCO has a program to encourage
commercialization of technologies created at NIST – the N-Step Program -- which could be also
be used to accelerate companies started by NIST personnel.
The benefit of a cybersecurity acceleration program to both Montgomery County and the
State of Maryland would be a regularized process of creating new businesses out of emerging
technologies developed through federal R&D. Additionally, an accelerator located at the NCCoE
could provide NIST and the NCCoE with greater access to new sources of innovation from the
entrepreneurial community as well.

RECOMMENDATION ELEVEN – ATTRACT OUT-OF-REGION VENTURE
CAPITAL

Create a “capital attraction” office to provide assistance to out of region venture funds
and family offices looking for investment opportunities in cybersecurity businesses.
The potential for returns from cybersecurity product startups is of interest to many
potential investors both within the region as well as outside the region. However, understanding
the technologies and market opportunities presented by startups is often outside the expertise of
potential investors. Additionally, they may not have the connections needed to become aware of
investment opportunities.
A capital attraction office should be established with the following missions:
Develop and share market and technological awareness of technology trends and of
company formation and progress to provide “deal flow” to investors.
Engage in due diligence and technology review to assist investors in making decisions.
Provide an office for out-of-region venture capital funds to use on an as- needed basis to
encourage them to participate in the local market.
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RECOMMENDATION TWELVE – MAKE DIRECT INVESTMENTS
Invest directly into cybersecurity startup businesses.
The market for risk capital for cybersecurity product companies is particularly small in
light of the industry’s potential. Montgomery County could obtain significant market share and
identify itself as a market leader if it were to make direct investments in targeted startups.
Investments could occur at the seed stage, as a co-investor with existing TEDCO
programs, or it could occur through the creation of a venture capital fund that is targeted on
Montgomery County-based businesses.
A venture capital fund could be raised from private or private sources. The fund could
hire its own professional manager or it could use TEDCO’s existing investment team.
The Small Business Administration’s Small Business Investment Company funding
program would be a desirable target for a venture capital fund targeting cybersecurity product
companies. This program offers potential leverage of two dollars for every dollar of capital
raised. For example, this would allow Montgomery County to leverage each dollar of its own
investment capital with federal dollars. Were Montgomery County to provide $10,000,000, this
could be immediately leveraged into a $30,000,000 pool of potential venture capital funding.
Our experience with entrepreneurs is that the search for risk capital dominates most
conversations about where to base a business. It is far more important than tax credits for an
investor or business location incentives. The current market environment has a large funding
void of $1,000,000 to $2,000,000 per company between the time the company receives its initial
capital and when it is large enough to attract expansion capital from national sources. Were
Montgomery County to fill this void, there would be an immediate and dramatic positive effect
on its visibility as a cybersecurity industry hub; it would attract cybersecurity entrepreneurs from
around the region.
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Appendix A
Montgomery County Cybersecurity Companies
Company

202 Partners, LLC
7 River Systems
A Square Group
A&T Systems, Inc.
Abacus Technologies Corp.
About Web, LLC
Acadia Cyber Solutions, LLC
ADF Solutions, Inc.
Aerstone
Alion Science and Technologly Corp.
Allied Technology Group, Inc.
Arete Associates
Arxan
Aster Engineering, Inc.
Atlantech Online, Inc
Attronica
August Schell Enterprises
Auxilium Technology
Axent
B&m Consulting Group, Inc.
BAE Systems Support Solutions
Banyan Technology Solutions
Bayshore Networks
BlueLine Grid, Inc.
Booz Allen Hamilton, Inc.
CA Technologies
Caelum Research Corp.
Carson, Inc.
Catapult Technology
Client Network Services, Inc.
Communications Supply Corp.
Comtech Mobile Datacom Corp.
Conquest Security, Inc.
Convergence Technology Consulting, LLC
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Website

Product /
Service

https://202partnersllc.com/
http://7riversys.com/
https://www.a2-g.com/
http://www.ats.com/
http://www.abacustech.com/
https://www.aboutweb.com/
http://www.acadiacyber.com/
http://www.adfsolutions.com/
http://aerstone.com/
http://www.alionscience.com/
http://www.alliedtechgroup.com/
http://arete.com/
https://www.arxan.com/
http://www.asterengineering.com
https://www.atlantech.net/
http://www.attronica.com/
https://augustschell.com/
https://www.auxiliumtechnology.com/
http://www.axentllc.com/
http://bm-consulting-group.com/
http://www.baesystems.com
http://www.banyants.com
https://www.bayshorenetworks.com/
https://www.bluelinegrid.com/
http://www.boozallen.com/
http://www.ca.com
http://www.caelum.com/
http://www.carsoninc.com/
http://www.catapulttechnology.com/
http://www.cns-inc.com/
http://www.gocsc.com
http://www.comtechmobile.com/
https://conquestsecurity.com/
http://www.convergencetech.us/

Services
Services
Services
Services
Services
Services
Solutions
Products
Solutions
Services
Services
Services
Solutions
Services
Services
Solutions
Services
Services
Services
Services
Services
Services
Products
Services
Services
Products
Services
Services
Services
Services
Services
Solutions
Products
Services
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Corporate Network Services, Inc. (MainSpring,
Inc.)
Cryptonite
CyberRx
Cyber Tactics, LLC
Cyber Technology, Inc.
CyVision Technologies, Inc.
Dakota Consulting, Inc.
Dataprise, Inc.
Datawatch Systems, Inc.
DC Information Systems, Inc.
Digital Infuzion, Inc.
Digital Management, Inc.
Dinocrates Group, LLC
DRS Technologies, Inc.
EADS Supply and Services (Airbus Group,
Inc.)
e-Management
EMC Corporation
Energy Enterprise Solutions, LLC (1Source)
Enterprise Technology Management, LLC
Executive Information Systems, LLC
FCN, Inc.
Federal IT Consultants (FEDITC), LLC
FedStore Corporation
Fidelis Cybersecurity
Fugen inc
Gmv Innovating Solutions
Hewlett Packard
IDentrix
InfoStructures, Inc.
InfoZen, LLC
InfraTrac
Insider Threat Defense
Intelligent Automation, Inc.
Intelligent Fusion Technology, Inc.
International Business Machines (IBM)
International Business Sales and Services Corp.
International Systems Marketing, Inc.
IPX International Systems, Inc.
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http://www.cornetser.com/

Services

Unavailable
https://cyber-rx.com/
http://www.cybertactics.com/
http://www.cyber-inc.us/
http://cyvisiontechnologies.com/
http://www.dakota-consulting.com/
http://www.dataprise.com/
http://www.datawatchsystems.com/
http://www.dcinfo.com
http://www.digitalinfuzion.com/
http://dminc.com
http://www.dinocratesgroup.com/
http://www.drs.com/
http://www.eadsnorthamerica.com/

Solutions
Solutions
Services
Products
Services
Services
Services
Solutions
Services
Solutions
Services
Services
Solutions
Solutions

http://www.e-mcinc.com/
http://www.emc.com/
http://www.eesllc.net
http://www.etmllc.com/
http://www.execinfosys.com/
http://www.fcnit.com/
http://www.feditc.com/
http://www.fedstore.com/
http://www.fidelissecurity.com/
Unavailable
http://www.gmv.com/en/
http://www.hp.com/
http://www.identrix.com/
http://www.infostructures.com/
http://www.infozen.com/
http://www.infratrac.com/
http://www.insiderthreatdefense.com/
http://www.i-a-i.com/?
http://www.i-fusioni.com/aboutus/overview.htm
http://www.ibm.com/us/en/
http://www.ibsscorp.com/
http://www.ism.com/
http://www.ipxint.com/

Solutions
Solutions
Services
Services
Services
Services
Services
Services
Solutions
Services
Products
Services
Solutions
Services
Services
Products
Services
Products
Products
Services
Services
Services
Solutions
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JackBe Corp.
Joseph Assang and Associates, LLC
kloudtrack
Knowledge Analytics, Inc.
KoolSpan
Lennon Security Corp.
Lockheed Martin
Lore Systems, Inc.
LUSEC Solutions, Inc.
Management Solutions Consulting Group, Inc.
MAR (MD), LLC
MDEC International
Media Cybernetics, Inc.
Mobile System 7, Inc.
Mobilespaces
MSS Services, Inc.
Nemirovsky Advisory
Network Alarm Corp.
Nine Points Solutions, LLC
Norseman Defense Technologies
The Oakleaf Group, LLC
OPNET (Riverbed Technology)
Plex, LLC
Principles of Execution
Project Manager USA, Inc.
Quick Beam Convergence Technologies, Inc.
Recovery Point
RedJack LLC
SAINT Corp.
SDSE, LLC
Sigma Technology Partners, LLC
Software Productivity Strategists, Inc.
Solutron, Inc.
Sonatype, Inc.
S T Net, Inc.
SydanTech, LLC
SysArc, Inc.
Systalex Corp.
Tailored Solutions & Consulting, Inc.
TCecure, LLC
Technuf
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Unavailable
http://www.josephassang.com/
http://www.kloudtrack.com/
http://www.knowledgeanalytics.com/
http://www.koolspan.com/
http://www.lennonsecurity.com/
http://www.lockheedmartin.com/
http://www.lore.net/
http://www.lusec.com/
https://www.mscginc.com/
http://www.marinc.com/
http://www.mdecinternational.com/
http://www.mediacy.com/
http://www.mobilesystem7.com/
Unavailable
http://www.mssserv.com/
Unavailable
https://networkalarmcorp.com/
http://www.ninepts.com/
http://www.norseman.com/
http://www.theoakleafgroup.com/
http://www.opnet.com
https://www.plex-llc.com/
http://www.principlesofexecution.com/
http://www.pm-america.com/index.html
http://qbct.com/
http://www.recoverypoint.com/
http://www.redjack.com/
http://www.saintcorporation.com/
http://sdsellc.com/
http://sigmatechllc.com/
http://www.spsnet.com/
http://www.solutroninc.com/
http://www.sonatype.com/
Unavailable
http://www.sydantech.com/
http://www.sysarc.com/
http://www.systalex.com/
http://www.tscadvantage.com/
http://tcecure.com/
http://www.technuf.com/

Products
Services
Solutions
Solutions
Products
Services
Solutions
Services
Services
Services
Services
Services
Products
Products
Services
Services
Services
Services
Services
Solutions
Services
Solutions
Services
Services
Services
Services
Solutions
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Solutions
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Services
Solutions
Services
Solutions
Services
Services
Services
Services
Services
Services
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Techworld International
Terrapin Systems, LLC
SANS Institute
TISTA Science and Technology Corp.
Triumfant, Inc.
Ultra Electronics, 3eTI
Unilux LTD
V-One
VariQ Corp.
Verizon Communications
ViaSat Inc.
Wagner Resources, Inc.
Washington Technology Group, In.
Zenoss, Inc.
ZeroNetU

Amplifier Advisors, LLC

Unavailable
http://www.terpsys.com/
http://www.sans.org/
http://www.tistatech.com/
http://www.triumfant.com/
http://www.ultra-3eti.com/
https://www.uniluxltd.com/
http://www.v-one.com/
http://www.variq.com/
http://www.verizon.com/
http://www.viasat.com
http://www.wagner-resources.com/
http://www.washtechgroup.com/
https://www.zenoss.com/
https://zeronetu.com/

Services
Services
Services
Services
Solutions
Products
Solutions
Services
Services
Solutions
Solutions
Services
Services
Services
Solutions
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Appendix B
Largest Employers in Montgomery County
Top 200 Montgomery County Employers
*Companies in bold are located in Montgomery County
Source: Montgomery County Economic Development

Association
American Speech Language
Humane Society of the U.S.
Jubilee Association of Maryland
Banking
Bank Of America
Capital One
Eaglebank
Sandy Spring Bank
Suntrust
Wells Fargo
Business Services
CohnReznick
DAI
FINRA
Construction
Archer Western Contractors
Clark Concrete Contractors
Clark Construction Group
Concrete General
Francis O Day Company
James G Davis Construction Corporation
Kirlin
Miller & Long Company
Shapiro And Duncan
Trafford Corporation
Consulting
Aerotek
Boland Trane
Boston Consulting Group
First Transit
Fountain Square Management
Heartland Employment Services
ICF
Inspirity PEO Services

Amplifier Advisors, LLC
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John C Grimberg Company
Kelly Services
LM1
Priority One Services
Randstad
Roth Staffing Companies
Securitas Security Services
Sparks Personnel Services
The Lash Group
Westat Research
Zenimax Media
Food & Beverage
Canyon Grill Enterprises
Chipotle
Clyde’s
Colonels Limited
Costco Wholesale Corp
Davco Restaurants
Giant
GMRI
Harris Teeter
HMSHost Corporation
Lemek
McDonalds
Nandos Chickenland Group
OS Restaurant Services
Pizza Hut
Potomac Foods Company
RGIS
Safeway
Shoppers
Sodexo
Starbucks
Total Wine
Trader Joe's
Wegmans Food Markets
Whole Foods Market
Government Contractor
Abt Associates
ActioNet
BAE
Boeing
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Booz Allen
General Dynamics
Leidos
Lockheed
SRA International
Thales Defense & Security
Healthcare, Pharma & Biotech
Adventist
Astrazeneca
Bioreliance Viral
Brooke Grove Foundation
Capital Health Care Associates
Capital Home Care
Capital Vision Services
Centers For Advanced Orthopedics
Chi Centers Incorporated
Children’s National Medical Center
Community Imaging Partners
Cornerstone Montgomery
Crothall Healthcare
Davidson Hotel Company
Didlake
Family Services
GeneDx
GlaxoSmithKline
Gold's Holding Corporation
Hebrew Home Of Greater Washington
Henry M Jackson Foundation
Holy Cross
Homecare Solutions
Integramed America
Kaiser
Maryland CVS Pharmacy
Medical Faculty Associates
Medical Science & Computing
MedImmune
MedStar
Meso Scale Diagnostics
Montgomery Hospice
Potomac Home Support
Public Partnerships for Maryland
Qiagen
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Rider Wood Village
Sobran
Suburban Hospital
The National Lutheran Home for the Aged
U.S. Pharmacopeial Convention
US Fitness Holdings
Janitorial Services
Ace Maintenance & Service
Gali Service Industries
Potomac Minute Maids
Red Coats
United States Services Industries
Non-Profit
American Nurses Association
Bullis School
Community Services for Autistic Adults
Community Support Services
Country Day School of the Sacred Heart
Cystic Fibrosis Foundation
Howard Hughes Medical Institute
Ivymount School
The Charles E Smith Jewish Day School
Other
Coastal International Security
Compass
Creative Hairdressers
Eagle Environmental Services
Envelopes Unlimited
GEICO
Integrated Community Services
Potomac Electric Power Company
Ridgewell’s
Ruppert Landscape
Singleton Electric Company
The Arc of Montgomery County
United Parcel Service
URS
Recreation & Leisure
Bar-T
Chevy Chase Club
Choice Hotels
Congressional Country Club
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Jewish Community Center
Woodmont Country Club
Young Men's Christian Association
Retail
Anthropologie
Apogee Retail
Best Buy Stores
Criswell Chevorlet
Enterprises RAC Company of Maryland
Euro Motorcars
Fitzgerald
Herb Gordon Auto Group
Home Depot
JC Penny’s
Khol’s
Kmart Corporation
Macy's
Mariam
Marshalls
Nordstrom
Sears
Target Corporation
The TJX Companies
Walmart Associates
Weight Watchers
Technology
Affiliated Associates
Client Network Services
Dataprise
Dell Marketing
GXS
Hewlett Packard
Hughes Network Systems
IBM
KEYW Corporation
Macro International
Microsoft
Social & Scientific Systems
The EMMES Corporation
T-Mobile USA
Verizon
Weddingwire
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Xerox
Hospitality and Entertainment
Marriott
Sunrise
Real Estate
BF Saul
Foulger Pratt
JBG Properties
Media
Comcast Cablevision
Digital Management
Discovery
NBC Universal Production
Real Estate
Southern Management Corporation
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